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A Welcome from our
new Head of
Primary!
By Sarah Hay

Dear Parents and Community Members , 

 

It has been a pleasure to see how students have settled

into their new classes this year .  There is a positive ,

friendly feeling in the school .   

 

Thank you to all the parents who attended the

orientation sessions .  We are currently spending the

first few weeks settling into our classes before we start

some of our programs .  If you have further questions

about this year , would you please contact your child 's

class teacher to find out what you need .   

 

We are looking forward to creating regular

opportunities for parents to connect with the school .  I

am interested in your feedback and seek your

participation as we collaboratively work towards our El

Alsson 's vision - to develop successful 21stC citizens . 

 

Yours Sincerely , 

 Sarah Hay 

 

 

New Year 
New Beginnings!

 
An exciting year 

ahead! 
 

We would like to give a 
warm welcome to all 

our students! 
 

Whether you are a 
returning student or 

new to our school, we 
are excited to see what 
this year has in store 

for us all!

Welcome Back !
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Let's Get Organised!
Ways you can ensure your child has a good day at
school!

Be on time !

Snacks !
All children should have a good
breakfast before they come to
school. 
 
Children will have 5 minutes for a
quick snack when they arrive in
class; a piece of fruit / snack bar
that can be quickly eaten. 
 
First Break:  children will eat their
snacks on the playground.  This
should be a snack they can take
with them from their lunch box. 
 
Second Break:  Picnic on the Plaza. 
Children will eat their lunch on the
plaza.

Healthy Food = 
Healthy Mind !

Healthy Tips..For Healthy Children!  
Make sure you provide your child
with a labelled pack of wet wipes.  
Plenty of water… Your child needs to
drink a lot of water throughout the
school day. Remember to send more
water particularly on hot summer
days and on P.E days.  
Please provide your child with a
healthy and nutritious meal for
school.  Here are some items you
can include: a sandwich, fruit, juice,
yoghurt, biscuits, cereal, nuts,
cucumbers, carrots…  
Chocolates, crisps and sweets are
NOT allowed. 
Click on the pictures to see some
helpful websites!  

Children should be at school by 7.50 a.m.  Assembly begins at 7.55a.m. It is
important for your child to have a calm beginning for the day by lining up,
attending assembly and walking up to class with his/her classmates. If your
child is going home by car (instead of bus), please send a dated letter /note to
the class teacher. Children should hand it to their teacher in the morning so that
we can inform buses of any changes. CHILDREN SHOULD ALWAYS BE ON TIME.

http://www.parents.com/recipes/healthy-kids-snacks/12-fun-fruit-veggie-snacks-for-kids/
http://www.parents.com/recipes/nutrition/kids/kids-salads/
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Let's Stay in Touch!
Communication is key to success!

Student Planner

Your teacher !
If you need to contact your class teacher,
Arabic teacher or any Specialist, all email
addresses can be found on the Alsson website. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parents' Days !
Our first Primary Parents' Day will be on Wednesday 24th
October 2018.  This is a chance to meet your class teacher and
find out how the children are settling in.  
We received feedback from the parents last year about
scheduling appointments, so this time we will send out
information in advance with details on how this will be
organised. 

The new Student Planner has been designed for the kids to organise
themselves! 
Everything that needs to be recorded by the children will be in their Student
Planner.  This year the kids will take responsibility for organising
themselves, with the support of their teacher.  However, as the children get
older we will be expecting this to be more of the child's role than the
teacher's.

Upcoming Dates and 
Events

Thursday 4th October - Traditional Egyptian
Dress Up Day
Wednesday 24th October 2018 - Primary Parents'
Day
Sunday 21st October 2018 - Book Week
Thursday 25th October - Character dress up day 

Click on the icon above to visit our live 
calendar on the website.

http://www.alsson.com/calendar/
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Reminders!
Please follow the procedures below to help us help
your child!

Bus and Car Travel

Money !
Children do not need to bring money
to school, unless it is requested. 
 
If children do need to bring money
please send it in a sealed envelope
with their name, class and what the
money is for. 
 
 
 
 

Label Everything !
Already our Lost and Found is starting to build up!  
Please ensure all items are labelled so that we can return anything found to it 's
rightful owner.  We do try to make sure all items are returned, but this can be a
difficult and timely job when things are not labelled. 

If you need to change at any time, please write a note to the class teacher
and they will pass it onto the bus controllers. 
Please do not just tell you child to get on another bus or to go home by car,
as we need to ensure the bus controllers are aware of where the children
should be. 
This is a safety procedure so please help us to ensure all children are safe. 
 
On the rare occasion you may need to contact school throughout the day to
arrange for your child to change how they will travel home.  If this happens,
please call Miss Hala Hosny to arrange for this, but before 12pm, as we need
to ensure bus controllers and class teachers are aware.  Thank you.

We currently have 350 
children in KS2, so your 

support with these 
procedures is greatly 
appreciated to keep 

children safe and 
organised !
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What's in store for 
the kids?
Curriculums for the next month at a glance !

Year 3 !
Ye

ar
 4

 !

In this unit children will be exposed
to reading poetry and discussing
different forms of imagery used.  

In English we will be studying 'The Owl Who Was
Afraid of the Dark' focusing on the structure,
vocabulary and grammar in relation to the
children's writing composition. We will also look
at information texts and their features. 
 

English - Creating Images English - Stories that raise issues 
and dilemmas

Science - Living Things 
& Habitiats

In Science we will be looking at
different living organisms, their

habitats and how they can survive  
 

MATHS - PLACE VALUE
This unit will re-visit and build

on previous knowledge of
numbers and the number

systems. 
 

HUMANITIES - HISTORY
This unit in our History curriculum will be a

chance for children to know and
understand significant aspects of the

history of the wider world. They will learn
about the Vikings, how they lived, where

they travelled to and the effect they had on
their era in History 

 

Our next unit will lead the children into
the realm of stories which address

issues and dilemmas which can affect
children’s lives. We will share the book
“Bill ’s New Frock” by Anne Fine and the
children will discuss, and write about,

how they might feel if they were in Bill ’s
situation, what it is like to face a

dilemma and how difficult it can be
 sometimes to make decisions. 

English - Creating Images
Science - Living Things 

& Habitiats

MATHS - PLACE VALUE

HUMANITIES - HISTORY

In Maths we will be looking at place
value and informal strategies for

addition and subtraction. Later we will
be investigating properties of shapes. 

In Humanities we will be looking 'Back
in Time' examining what constitutes the

past and looking at our own family
history, and studying Ancient Egypt.
We will look at ancient Egyptian life,

achievements and impact on the world. 

Our Science topic this half term is
Plants. We will look at the parts of

plants, their function, and what they
need for growth. 
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What's in store for
the kids?
Curriculums for the next month at a glance !

Year 5 !
Ye

ar
 6

 !

The children will study a thrilling
narrative fiction using The Hostage
by Malorie Blackman, they will look

at the differences between literal
and inferred information. They will
examine how authors modify their

language to change the emphasis in
writing. The children will eventually
use these features to plan and write

detailed stories of their own.  

We will be discovering features of recounts and
we will ascertain the knowledge of how to

implement these features whilst writing
autobiographies. 

 

English - Narrative Text English - Recounts

Science - Living Things 
& Habitiats

The children will build on their knowledge
of living things to learn about

classification based on similarities and
differences, including micro-organisms,

plants and animals.  
 

MATHS - PLACE VALUE
This unit will re-visit and build on previous

knowledge of numbers and the number
systems to extend to seven-digit numbers.  

 

HUMANITIES - GEOGRAPHY
In this unit the children will learn what a
desert is and where the major deserts of

the world are, as well as exploring the
physical and human geography of the

desert biome.  
 

This unit will build on the narrative where
the children will read and plot events for an

eyewitness report. They will explore the
vocabulary of formal and informal writing.

They will revise cohesion between
paragraphs using adverbials and verb

forms.  

English - Recounts

Science - Living Things 
& Habitiats

MATHS - PLACE VALUE

HUMANITIES - GEOGRAPHY

English - Recounts
We are endeavouring to improve our writing in
exciting ways and we will be using the amazing
Shadow, by Michael Morpurgo to help influence
this. Shadow is a courageous tale, about a boy

and his dog, which tests the bonds of friendship.
 The book will provide a captivating epicentre for

us to base our own literature on.  
 

In Humanities we will be studying the epic topic of
Rivers. Rivers form part of 1% of the world's fresh

water and are magnificent forces of nature. We will
learn the key features of the rivers and discover

how these formidable beasts are created.  
 

In Science we will be analysing Living things
and their Habitats. We will explore a variety
of flora and fauna and we will discover the

range of environments our fascinating world
houses.  

 

In Maths, we will be applying our past
knowledge and extending our grasp of

place value. We will be analysing a
range of problems and situations that

will help us with our thinking and
learning.  

 


